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All living organisms must integrate nutrient and energy availability with environmental signals to coordinate their growth and development. This is at least partially achieved by the multifaceted roles of a highly conserved ancient protein kinase, target-of-rapamycin (TOR), which has been identified as a central growth regulator that modulates nutrient status and energy signaling to promote cell proliferation and growth.1-3 In mammals, TOR signaling has mainly been linked to amino acid sensing and insulin/growth regulator signaling. However, the mechanisms underlying responses of TOR to glucose as a universal fuel remained enigmatic in plants and animals.1-3

Limited evidence supports mammalian TOR signaling in direct transcriptional control. Most research has focused on the roles of TOR in translational control through phosphorylation of S6K1, as a versatile activator of translation, or eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E)-binding proteins (4E-BPs) to facilitate the translation of mRNAs encoding proteins promoting cell cycle progression.1,4 Very recently, S6K1 was reported to stimulate the synthesis of nucleotides during S-phase progress of the cell cycle through posttranslational regulation of CAD (carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase II, aspartate transcarbamoylase, dihydroorotatase), the enzyme catalyzing the first three steps of de novo pyrimidine synthesis.5

Postembryonic growth and development in plants strictly relies on glucose availability.3 By exploring the regulatory mechanisms at the transition checkpoint of heterotrophic to photoautotrophic conversion in Arabidopsis seedlings, we discovered that TOR senses and transduces shoots photosynthesis-derived glucose signals through glycolysis and mitochondria energy relay to specifically control the proliferation of stem/progenitor cells in the root meristem.2 Surprisingly, genenewide expression profiling revealed that glucose-TOR signaling orchestrates global transcriptional reprogramming, which simultaneously regulates transcription, bioenergetics, metabolism, biosynthesis, signaling, folding, transport and cell cycle.2 Remarkably, TOR, but not S6K1, directly phosphorylates the N terminus of E2Fa and promotes its activity in transcriptional activation of S-phase genes.2 This finding uncovered a previously unrecognized TOR function in direct transcriptional regulation of cell cycle, which is beyond its well-known functions in stimulating the translation of proteins involved in cell cycle progression.1

The specific phosphorylation of E2Fa by TOR kinase provided a compelling example for how glucose-TOR signaling controls transcription of S-phase genes to promote root meristem activation. However, other related E2Fs might provide partially overlapping functions in the root meristem or in the meristem of other plant organs. There are six members in the Arabidopsis E2F gene family, but only E2Fa and E2Fb share overlapping functions in binding to and activating the promoters of S-phase genes. It is likely that E2Fb is also phosphorylated and regulated by glucose-TOR signaling. E2Fc exhibits different expression patterns and does not appear to regulate the same cell cycle genes as E2Fa, and the atypical E2F members (E2Fδ-δ/DEL) were shown to exert distinct functions as repressors of gene transcription.6,7 Future studies will be required to determine the precise target genes and functions of different plant E2Fs. Besides E2Fs, we also revealed that glucose-TOR signaling modulated other positive and negative regulators of the root meristem activity, e.g., the upregulation of root growth factor genes (RGF6/9) and genes in the glutathione synthesis pathway required for cell cycle progression, and the downregulation of UPB1 encoding a bHLH transcription factor promoting root differentiation. The findings suggest that TOR controls a host of effectors and transcription factors for the concerted activation of cell proliferation in meristems (Fig. 1). Although the RGF6/9 transcripts are relatively low in the quiescent root meristems, these genes are highly activated by glucose-TOR signaling.2 It will be important to investigate how TOR kinase phosphorylates and regulates the potentially distinct functions of diverse substrates in glucose-TOR signaling.

The rapid and global transcriptional reprogramming triggered by glucose-TOR signaling was not observed in animals or plants before our studies. Over the past decade, mostly long-term (18–24 h) or limited gene expression changes have been observed in mammalian cultured cells after treatments with TOR inhibitors4 or after partial reduction of TOR expression in growing plants supported by active photosynthesis.5 The manifestation of gene expression changes might
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take longer, as the mammalian experiments were conducted at the condition with constitutively high TOR activity stimulated by insulin, serum, amino acids or tsc (tuberous-sclerosis-complex) mutants when TOR inhibitors were applied. The unique experimental design using the 3-d-after-germination seedlings at the heterotrophic to photoautotrophic transition checkpoint, exhibiting normal growth and development in the absence of photosynthesis or exogenous sugars, offered a low TOR signaling background to observe rapid, dynamic and clear glucose induction in global transcriptional changes. Therefore, it appears crucial to probe the rapid changes in TOR-mediated transcriptome in a bioenergetically quiescent state with minimal TOR signaling background before adding specific TOR-stimulating signals and TOR inhibitors. Cell cycle regulation occurs mostly in meristems of intact plants, enriching the meristem tissues and cells for expression profiling is also critical to reveal the clear involvement of glucose-TOR signaling in the control of S-phase genes. As glucose is a universal fuel and metabolic/biomass precursor for most cells, the unexpected findings in plants may illuminate future research on novel and fundamental regulatory mechanisms in glucose-TOR signaling in plants, animals and humans, which share complexity in cell cycle controls by nutrient and energy signaling through communication and coordination among different organs.
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